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Many thanks to Elaine & Lisa for the invitation to judge at the Wessex.  An easy 

venue to find as it was just off the motorway.  Lovely fresh lunch and time to spare on 

cuddling the cats.  Thanks also to Yasmin Trok-Wijnands from Holland who 

stewarded for me – I hope you also enjoyed the day. 

 

Cornish Rex Adult Female 

 

Considered for BOB 

 

Three sisters…… 

 

 ARNOLD’S CH. PAPAVA APHRODITE (33 36b) F 20.9.07  Rather a 

small girl and still looking quite immature. Slightly difficult to assess her head and 

ears as she was very timid and “blanket hiding” today.  Level bite and good chin.   

Well covered all over with a short, soft well waved coat in the main.  Fair weight.  

Long tapered well covered tail.    

 

 ARNOLD’S GR. CH. PAPAVA ARTEMIS (33 36) F 20.9.07   A bigger 

girl and more mature looking.  Good size and weight.  Ears set rather high on the head 

and of fair size. Flat skull curving gently at the brow to a straight nose.  Level bite.  

Shallow chin which falls away a little. Oval eye shape.   Very short soft coat with 

really good rippled waves on flanks although less waving across the chest and 

shoulders Long slender limbs and oval paws.  Long tapered tail with a very slight 

thinning of fur at base.  Some rexing on legs.  Handled well. 

 

BOB  ARNOLD’S GR. CH. PAPAVA ANDROMEDA (33 31s) F 20.9.07  This 

girl has the best Cornish “look” of the three.  Medium wedge with high cheekbones.  

Rounded muzzle.   Large ears set rather high on the head and with the desired 

“mussel” shell appearance.  Flat skull curving at the brow to an almost straight nose.  

Level bite – chin falls away a little.  Short, dense and silky,  gently waved coat but 

less so on shoulders and chest.  Wavy whiskers and eyebrows.  Tail just about 

balances and is very slightly thick at the base.   

 

Korat Adult Female 

 

Considered for BOB 

 

BOB CHERKAS’ GR. CH. JUSARKA THAI LILAC PROMISE (34) F 26.6.07  

A lovely Korat female who handled really well.  Good heart shaped look to her head.  

Large, flat forehead  Large green eyes oversize for face.  Slight break to nose.  Level 

bite.  Good chin.  Large, wide based ears set high on the head giving an alert 

appearance.  Semi cobby body.  Medium length tail.  Short, close lying coat.  Good 

overall silver tipping.    Good size, weight and condition and handles so well with just 

a little Korat chatter.  

 

Russian Blue Kitten Female 

 



1
ST

 & BOB YOUNG’S LARKSONG MADALYNN (16a) F 15.7.09  A Russian 

female kitten of 7 months of basically good type.  Rather going through a teenage 

phase at the moment and has possibly been calling.  Large, very well set ears.  

Shortish wedge and good whisker pads.  Level bite although chin falls away a little.  

Flat skull, angle not quite there yet.  Almond shaped eyes of good green colour.  Very 

slight slope to nose.  Coat lying flat today although sound.  Mid blue although has 

some brindling showing at the moment.  Long tapered tail showing some rings at the 

end.  Her coat is double but needs more plushiness and density. 

 

Miscellaneous 

 

AC Cornish/Devon Rex, LaPerm or Sphynx Breeders Kitten 

 

1
ST

 RICE’S MISTYMOR WARLEGGAN (33a36f) M 8.8.09  Cream Smoke 

Devon kitten with a very good expression and typical Devon head.  Short broad 

wedge with high cheekbones.  Strong muzzle, level bite and quite good chin and 

whisker break.   Good stop to short nose.   Brow curves back to flat skull.    Large, 

low set ears although held a wee bit high at the moment.  Ears have both tufts and 

muffs.  Oval eyes set well apart.  Slender neck.  Well covered including tummy.  

Short, dense coat which is softly waved, including down legs and paws.  Wide waves 

on back and sides.  Tail tapers but could be a little longer although it is well covered  

and waved.  Purred non-stop! 

 

2
ND

 MAPES’ KARAKUL POTTY DOTTY (33a20h) F 13.8.09  Chocolate 

Tortie Devon kitten with a short broad wedge and strong muzzle.  Short nose and fair 

stop.  Level bite although chin falls away.  Large oval eyes (amber colour).  Large 

ears which could be lower in set – they have very wide base and both tufts and muffs.  

Fairly short, softly waved coat, some waving down legs.  High cheek bones.  Coat felt 

slightly harsh on her back.  Tail has a slight taper and is well covered. 

 

3
RD

 MAPES’ KARAKUL BEAU REGARD (33a18) MN 13.8.09  Silver Tabby 

Devon Rex kitten with large tufted ears and are very wide at the base.  Muzzle could 

be shorter.  High cheek bones.  Longish head overall.  Fairly large oval green eyes.  

Slender neck.   Broad chested.  Firm, strong body and limbs.  Very long tapered tail.  

Very short coated on body, too short to wave.  Tail covered and waved.  Slight muffs.  

Coat felt harsh to the touch.  Some waving on legs.    Slight stop to fairly short nose.  

Level bite although chin falls away.  Very gentle and easy to handle kitten. 

 

AC Cornish/Devon Rex, LaPerm or Sphynx Non Breeders Kitten 

 

1
ST

 KEATES’ REXELLENCE FENELLA (33a14b) F 26.7.09  An odd-eyed 

white Devon girl of very good type.  Short, broad wedge with good cheekbones.  Very 

short nose with quite good stop.  Large, wide set oval eyes.  Level bite and fair chin. 

Really large low set ears, very wide at the base and with width between them.  Neck 

and top of head a little short of coat.  Very short soft coat which is softly rexed.  More 

developed waving down her legs.  Tapered tail with a curl at the tip.  Pure white coat 

with just slight discolouration on the inside of her legs.  Handles well and in super 

condition. 

 



2
ND

 DAVIES’ BOUNTIFUL CRACKER JACK (33a36c) M 3.11.09  A very 

typy Lilac Devon Rex young man – just a wee baby but he really demanded attention.  

Very short broad wedge.  Brow curves back to flat skull.   Quite good stop to really 

short nose.  Level bite and quite good chin.  High cheek bones.  Lovely oval eye 

shape and set.  Width between the eyes.  Large ears very wide at the base, tufted and 

low set and width between them.  Firm body of good size and weight.  Coat is very 

short although not soft and with rexing developing.  Broken eyebrows and whiskers.  

Tummy just covered.  Long tapering tail which is well covered and waved with a curl 

at the tip.  A kitten with really nice type who will be super if he gets a good coat. 

 

3
RD

 CHURCHES’ BOUNTIFUL MIABELLISIMO (33a16) F 1.8.09  Blue 

Devon Rex kitten of fair type.    Quite large ears which are wide at the base.  Slight 

muffs.  Brow is rounded to flat skull.   Eyes were looking a little round.  Slightly long 

nose. Slight stop.  Level bite and fair chin.  Well covered all over with wide waves of 

quite good density.  Coat felt rather harsh with guard hairs on her back.  Slight waving 

on legs. 

 

Russian and Korat/Thai Breeders Neuter 

 

1
st
 ANDERSON’S PR. SEMILLA ANGELO (16a) MN 24.5.08  A big strong 

and elegant Russian Blue boy.  Really good large ears which are perfectly vertically 

set.  Flat skull, angle and almost straight nose.  Long body and limbs.  Sound thick 

and plushy coat with good silvery sheen.  Very long tail which is almost clear of 

rings.  Deep green almond shaped eyes.  Excellent whisker pads. 

 

2
ND

 CHERKAS’ JUSARKA FUNTIME FRANKIE (34 40 2) MN 5.1.01  A 

very big older Thai Blue Point boy.  Good heart shape to head.  Nose has rather a 

deep break.  Fairly large pale blue eyes.  Well set fairly large ears with width between.  

Some tipping to points – body quite heavily shaded. 

 

Russian and Korat/Thai Non Breeders Neuter 

 

1
st
 YOUNG’S GR. PR. SASHOVA SIYKATERENKA (16a) FN 13.8.04  An 

elegant Russian Blue girl of very good type.  Large, well set ears.  Short wedge of 

balanced proportions.  Good whisker pads.  Flat top of head and good angle – very 

slight slope to nose.  Level bite and good chin.  Soft, mid blue coat of good density 

and plushiness although has a darker spine line. 

 

2
nd

 ANDERSON’S CH. GLASNOST MATROUSHKA (16a) FN 29.5.06  Not 

desperately happy, but with gentle persuasion did come out today for a short while 

anyway!.  A really big Russian neuter, becoming a little overweight.  A very thick, 

sound coat.  A good short broad wedge plus excellent whisker pads.  Ears could be 

bigger to balanced.  Almond shaped green eyes, slightly deep set.  Coat a little banded 

today.  Not showing at her best as she mostly hid under her blankets. 

 

Non Pedigree Open 

 

Tabby Cat (except ginger/tortie) of any pattern with or without white 

 



1
ST

 & MC EMERY’S MC MOUSE (short hair – tabby & white) FN 1yr 6mth  A 

very pretty girl who was sweet and gentle to handle.  In excellent condition although 

shedding a few hairs.  Yellowy-green eyes with a lovely expression.  Very attractive 

blue spotted tabby with a silvery undercoat.  Soft and gentle expression to her head.  

Thick tail.  White bib, white socks and white boots. 

 

Miscellaneous 

 

Cat or Kitten owned by a Junior Member 

 

1
ST

 ALDRIDGE-SNELL’S MC CHESTER (short hair – black & white) MN 4 

yrs  A pristine black and white boy.  A big cat although a little shy out of his pen.  

Attractive blend of black and white pattern.  Black smudge on nose.  Very evenly 

marked head.  Large upright ears with white “edges”.  Lustrous green eyes.  Handled 

well. 

 

2
ND

 RICHARD’S CODY (short hair blue pointed self) MN 2yrs 11 mths  A really 

big strong lad who  handled really well.  In excellent condition.  Very short close 

lying coat.  Elegant and strong.  Lovely nature. 

 

3
RD

 O’NEILL’S ALFIE (short hair – black & white) MN 2 yrs  A little timid 

today.  Pure white and dense black patterned coat.  Nice white “v” on face and mostly 

white under parts.  Clear yellow eyes.  Excellent condition. 

 

Cat or Kitten Owned by a Senior Citizen 

 

1
ST

 STANBRIDGE’S MC SOLITAIRE (short hair – chocolate tipped) MN 1 yr 

11 mths  An elegant boy in lovely condition.  Super coat texture, soft and silky.  Clear 

blue eyes.  Lovely profile.  Handled like a dream. 

 

2
ND

 CULLIN’S ELIJAH (short hair – blue tabby point) MN 2 yrs  Elegant firm 

bodied boy.  Very deep blue eyes.  Huge ears and very very long fine tail.  In super 

condition and handled beautifully. 

 

3
RD

 DAVIES’ POPPY (short hair – black) FN 1 yr 10mths  A very gentle girl 

with a really dense coat, unfortunately moulting well today.  Expressive deep copper 

eyes.  Handled well. 


